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Abstract

Human decision making in situations of inequity has long been regarded as a competition between the sense of
fairness and self-interest, primarily based on behavioral and neuroimaging studies of inequity that disfavor the
actor while favoring others. Here, we use functional magnetic resonance imaging experiments to study refusals
and protests using both favoring and disfavoring inequity in three economic exchange games with undercompensating, nearly equal, and overcompensating offers. Refusals of undercompensating offers recruited a heightened
activity in the right dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (dlPFC). Accepting of overcompensating offers recruited significantly higher node activity in, and network activity among, the caudate, the cingulate cortex, and the thalamus. Protesting of undercompensating fixed offers activated the network consisting of the right dlPFC and the
left ventrolateral prefrontal cortex and midbrain in the substantia nigra. These findings suggest that perceived
fairness and social decisions are the results of coordination between evaluated fairness norms, self-interest,
and reward.
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only one aspect of inequity, how individuals respond when
inequity does not favor them (Glimcher et al., 2009; Houser
and McCabe, 2008; Houser and Xiao, 2010). Inequity has,
however, two sides: the responder may be over-benefitted
(or over-compensated, which is advantageous inequity) or
under-benefitted (or undercompensated, which is disadvantageous inequity). Is there an asymmetry in our responses and,
hence, in our sense of fairness between these two inequity conditions? If yes, what are the brain mechanisms underlying this
difference? To what degree do reactions depend on whether
the responder’s actions can influence the players’ outcomes,
and what are the differences in brain mechanisms for protests
as compared to refusals? This study addresses these questions
using functional neuroimaging techniques in 3 two-person
economic exchange games: the ultimatum game (UG), the impunity game (IG), and a new fixed decision game (FDG).
The UG is the game most commonly used to determine
how people make decisions in situations of inequity (Guth
et al., 1982). In the UG, the first player, the proposer, splits
a sum of money with the second player, the responder. If
the responder accepts the offer, both participants are rewarded
accordingly, while if the responder rejects the offer, neither
player receives any money. Thus, a refusal by the responder

Introduction

O

ur sense of fairness helps us to regulate our lives in
society. Our perception of inequity leads to a range of
emotions (Adams, 1965; Lind and Tyler, 1988; Sprecher,
1986; Walster et al., 1978) and often motivates us to react
negatively (Fehr and Fischbacher, 2004; Fehr and Gachter,
2002; Guth et al., 1982), even when we know that such a reaction may lead to a personal cost (Fehr and Gachter, 2002).
Such negative reactions have been observed to varying degrees across diverse cultures (Henrich et al., 2001), and nonhuman animals share a similar trait (Price and Brosnan,
2012), indicating a strong biological predisposition. Human
social decision making in situations of inequity is often
viewed as a competition between the norms of fairness and
self-interest (Fehr and Fischbacher, 2003; Knoch et al.,
2006). Thus, deviations from self-interested behavior leading
to reciprocal fairness are hypothesized to reflect our values
for social norms and inequity aversion (Fehr and Gintis,
2007). This notion of social decision making as a result of
competition between sense of fairness and self-interest is primarily based on the studies of human responses in the twoperson (proposer and responder) economic exchange using
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leads to him or her receiving absolutely less, but relatively the
same as, the partner. The responder’s rejection in the UG has
been interpreted as a way by which he or she punishes the unfair proposer and/or signals to the proposer (or others) that the
unfair treatment has occurred. A variant of the UG is the IG
(Bolton et al., 1998). The IG is procedurally identical to the
UG, except that the responder’s rejection response affects
only his or her own payoff, and not the proposer’s. Unlike
in the UG, in the IG, the responder cannot punish an unfair
proposer, nor does a refusal result in equality. In fact, a refusal
results in both an absolutely and relatively less good outcome
for the responder. Nonetheless, responders still refuse, possibly due to frustration or to reinforce their commitment to fairness (Yamagishi et al., 2009). Finally, we were interested in
how responders would use a ‘‘protest’’ option that did not
change either the proposer’s or the responder’s outcome.
Thus, we developed a new game, the FDG, a variation on the
UG and IG. In the FDG, a distribution of offers was shown
to the responder, who could choose to either protest or not protest these decided outcome offers, but in neither case were the
outcomes to either player altered. Additionally, in contrast to
the UG, in the FDG there is no competition between economic
self-interest and fairness norms, particularly in the case of overcompensation, because the responder still gets the designated
monetary amount even if he or she protests a decision.
Fairness-related social decisions are known to be motivated
by self-interest, self-versus-other comparisons and fairness
norms (Fehr and Fischbacher, 2003; Guth et al., 1982). Neuroimaging studies have shown that such decisions activate several
brain regions: the insula, dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (dlPFC),
and the anterior cingulate cortex for the perception of unfair offers (Sanfey et al., 2003), the ventral striatum for fair offers
(Tabibnia et al., 2008), and the ventromedial prefrontal cortex
and caudate for social rewards (Smith et al., 2014). The competition between self-interest and fairness norms (Guth et al.,
1982; Knoch et al., 2006) is neutrally instantiated in the right
dlPFC, where activity is found to be associated with undercompensating (low unfair) offers (Knoch et al., 2006; Sanfey et al.,
2003). The dlPFC is believed to play a role in limiting the selfish motive and implementing fairness (Sanfey et al., 2003). Disruption of the right, but not the left dlPFC [using repetitive
transcranial magnetic simulation; (Knoch et al., 2006)] substantially reduces participants’ willingness to reject their partners’
unfair offers. However, the right dlPFC is also found to be
recruited when responders decide whether or not to punish a
partner in a two party economic exchange by rejecting an unfair
economic deal proposed by that partner. Thus, the precise role
of the dlPFC in these refusals is still debated; evidence supports
both inhibition of self-interest (Knoch et al., 2006) and punishment of norm violators (Buckholtz et al., 2008; Sanfey et al.,
2003). We hypothesized that, if the role of the dlPFC is to inhibit the self-interest, dlPFC activity would be elevated in the
UG and IG rejection where the self-interested motivation is suppressed, but not necessarily the FDG game, in which a protest
does not influence outcomes. If the dlPFC has a role in punishing the norm violators, dlPFC activity should be higher in the
UG than in the IG or FDG when responders are rejecting undercompensating offers.
One limitation of the previous fairness-related studies is
that they primarily consider only one aspect of inequity—
disadvantageous inequity, or participants’ reactions when
they received less than a partner. Inequity aversion includes
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two components, both disadvantageous inequity aversion
and advantageous inequity aversion, or an aversion to outcomes that overly benefit the individual as compared to a
partner (Fehr and Schmidt, 1999). In this study, we included
overcompensated offers. First, this allowed us to explore
whether individuals would refuse rewards to bring about equity when they are overcompensated with respect to a partner. Second, we explored whether undercompensated and
overcompensated offers equally triggered the disapproval response (Fehr and Gachter, 2002; Sanfey et al., 2003). One of
our main foci was to determine the brain mechanism that differentiates between these two conditions. Third, we explored
whether individuals would protest more frequently in the
FDG condition, where the protest does not affect their earnings, which may allow them to appear to be ‘‘nicer’’ people
without paying any cost to do so. This could potentially uncover situations in which people have a taste for fairness, but
one that does not appear in traditional games due to the high
cost of being fair (e.g., conflict between their taste for equity
and their self-interest in their own material outcomes).
We hypothesized that there would be a low rejection rate
for overcompensated offers, which is in line with previous
behavioral studies (Dana et al., 2007; Lowewenstein et al.,
1989). For the associated brain response, we hypothesized
that the activity would be different between overcompensated
and undercompensated offers, and between overcompensated
and fair offers. The manifested behavioral outcome in overcompensated offers might be triggered by feelings similar to those
experienced for being rewarded, which would invoke the brains’
reward circuitry (Delgado et al., 2003, 2004; Hikosaka et al.,
2006; Kim et al., 2009; Knutson et al., 2001; Martin-Soelch
et al., 2003; Samejima et al., 2005). We additionally predicted
that there would be a higher protest rate in the FDG than the refusal rate in the UG. We hypothesized that the brain activity
would differ between the protested decisions and not protested
decisions, allowing us to learn about the brain mechanisms of
protesting decisions (Greenberg and Cohen, 1982). Here, we
predicted that protesting a decision would involve the brain network that coordinates between the inner speech of subjective
feeling and protest (McGuire et al., 1996; Verstichel et al.,
1997) and social norm compliance (Spitzer et al., 2007).
Materials and Methods
Participants

Eighteen people (10 male and 8 female; age: 25.2 – 6.2
years [mean – standard deviation]) participated in the experiment. A prescanning written interview was conducted. Participants were asked to fill an interview form with a number of
questions related to magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) safety
and medical history. All of our participants reported that they
were right-handed and had normal or corrected-to-normal vision, no history of medical, psychiatric, or neurological diagnoses, and they were not taking any medication. A written
informed consent was obtained from each participant before
the experiment according to the procedures approved by the
Institutional Review Board of Georgia State University.
Experimental task

We used two established economics games, the UG and
IG, and included a new game, which we called the FDG.

NEURAL BASIS OF PERCEIVED UNFAIRNESS

In all of these games, there were three offer distributions:
fair, unfair-low (e.g., disadvantageous to the participant),
and unfair-overcompensated (e.g., advantageous to the participant). The distributions were from the random splits of
$100 in the above-mentioned three contexts as: fair offers
($40 < offer < $60), unfair low (undercompensated) offers
($0 < offer < $20), and unfair high (overcompensated) offers ($80 < offer < $100) in all three games. There were
thus nine offer conditions (three games type · three offer conditions), but during testing only one offer condition at a time
was presented in the computer screen (Fig. 1). Offer conditions
were randomized across the session. Presentation (Neurobehavioral systems, www.neurobs.com) was used to display the
offers to the participants and to record participants’ behavioral
responses. The responder (the participant in our study) could
either reject or accept the proposer’s offers in the UG and IG,
and could choose either to protest or not to protest the fixed
offers in the FDG. The outcome of the responder’s action varied
according to the rules of these games (Table 1). The responder’s
rejection led to no pay-offs to both players in the UG, but only
the responder lost their payoff in the IG. In the FDG, the responder could change neither their own nor the partners’ outcomes, but could choose to protest the decided offers.
Before scanning, each participant saw the pictures and
names of possible players (proposers), who would be re-
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Table 1. Economic Games and Outcomes
Outcomes for reject/protest
Game

Option

Proposer

Ultimatum
Reject/Accept
$0
Impunity
Reject/Accept Offer amount
Fixed decision Protest/Not
Offer amount
protest

Responder
$0
$0
Offer
amount

ferred as ‘‘he’’ or ‘‘she’’ in each trial (Fig. 1). They were
also told that they would be playing with real money, and
that they would be compensated for a percentage (*2%)
of their earnings, up to $50 in total. The participants were
told how the games were played and what the possible outcomes of each game were. The participants were asked to
practice a few rounds of the task in a computer setup before
going into the scanner. In the scanner, each participant
played 30 rounds of each of the three games from each of
the three distributions discussed above, with games and payoff conditions randomized across the session. This was done
in three 860 sec-long functional runs. Each run had two
10 sec rest (no task) durations, one in the beginning and
the other at the end. Each round (trial) consisted of an
offer and the question. The offer and the associated question
(‘‘Reject?’’ or ‘‘Protest?’’) were each displayed for 4 sec.
The time between the onset of an offer and a question was
14 sec. Participants decided whether to reject or not to reject
the offers in the between offer-to-question block. The participants were asked to make a response after the question mark
(?) appeared on the screen.
Data acquisition and analysis

FIG. 1. Task paradigm. A single round of the economic
games consisted of the proposer’s offer, the question, and
the responder’s yes or no choice. The time interval between
an offer and a question was 14 sec. Offers, along with the
game outcomes should the offer be rejected, were displayed
for 4 sec on a computer-projected screen. Here, in three sample offers, participants saw both the offer and the payoffs to
both parties should they reject the offer. Regarding the latter,
‘‘Reject (0, 0)’’ means that if the offer is rejected, $0 will go
to the responder and the proposer (this is ultimatum game
[UG]); ‘‘Reject (0, 90)’’ means $0 to the responder and
$90 to the proposer (impunity game [IG]); ‘‘Decided (10,
90)’’ means a fixed offer of $10 to the responder and $90
to the proposer (fixed decision game [FDG]). Responders
could indicate their yes or no choices by pressing one of
the two buttons on a response box after the question,
‘‘Reject?’’ for the UG or IG and ‘‘Protest?’’ for the FDG,
appeared on the screen.

Participants were scanned on 3-T Siemens functional MRI
(fMRI) scanner in the Biomedical Imaging Technology Center at Emory University while they played three economic
games and decided whether (i) to reject or not to reject unfair
(under- or overcompensated) and fair monetary offers (UG
and IG), and (ii) to protest or not protest a fixed monetary offers (FDG). The functional scans were acquired with T2*weighted gradient echo-planar imaging sequence (repetition
time [TR], 2000 msec; echo time [TE], 32 msec; flip angle,
90; field of view, 256 · 256 mm2; dimensions, 64 · 64 · 33;
voxel dimensions, 3 · 3 · 4 mm). For each of the three functional runs, 430 volume images were taken. Behavioral
responses were analyzed using Matlab. The analysis of
fMRI images was carried out by using Statistical Parametric
Mapping (SPM8, www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm/software/spm8).
Slice timing and motion-corrected images were spatially
normalized to the Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI)
template. The voxels were resized to 3 · 3 · 3 mm3 per voxel
resolution. Finally, images were spatially smoothed using an
8-mm full width at half maximum (FWHM) Gaussian Kernel.
A random-effect, model-based, univariate statistical analysis
was performed in a two-level procedure. At the first level, a
separate general linear model (GLM) was specified for 18
task conditions (3 offer types · 3 games · 2 response conditions [that is accepted/not protested and rejected/protested
conditions]) for each decision and response block plus time
courses of six motion parameters (as nuisance covariates)
were entered in GLM. The individual contrast images of
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all participants from the first level GLM were then taken
into a second level analysis for a separate one-sample t-test.
Resulting summary statistical maps were then corrected for
multiple comparisons by using AlphaSim command in AFNI
(Ward, 2000). These maps were overlaid on a high-resolution
structural image in MNI orientation.
Behavior data analysis

In all of the games, we used three offer distributions mentioned above: undercompensating, nearly equal and overcompensating. We planned to test whether there was an
asymmetry in behavioral responses and, hence, in the sense
of fairness between these three conditions. Among games,
we were interested in the degree to which the responder’s actions could influence the players’ outcomes in both undercompensated and overcompensated offer conditions. The
rejection or protest rates for three distinct distributions for
each game were calculated for individual participants and
averaged for the group in each condition. Wilcoxon sum
rank tests were performed to compute the significance levels
of behavioral differences across conditions.
Functional connectivity analysis

The analysis of functional relationship among the brain regions, the functional connectivity, was done by defining the
regions of interest (ROIs). ROIs were defined by generating a
sphere of 6 mm radius around the coordinate of local maxima
from the group level analysis of fMRI data by using MarsBar
(Brett et al., 2002). The time courses from all the voxels
within each ROI and all participants were extracted from
the sets of the ROIs. To investigate the brain mechanism
for accepting overcompensated offers and to explore how
the brain internalized a overcompensated offer, we contrasted
the brain activity of accepting overcompensated offers with
that of fair offers (Delgado et al., 2003; Martin-Soelch et al.,
2003) as ‘‘High unfair > fair (UG + IG).’’ We hypothesized
that a network of brain regions involved in reward processing
(Delgado et al., 2003, 2004; Hikosaka et al., 2006; Kim et al.,
2009; Knutson et al., 2001; Martin-Soelch et al., 2003; Samejima et al., 2005) would be activated. This was the first set of
ROIs. The second set of ROIs was chosen from the group level
analysis of contrast ‘‘Low unfair protested > fair not protested
(in FDG),’’ to investigate the neural correlated of protesting a
decision. Time courses were then segmented into trials for
accepting overcompensated versus fair offers from the first
set of ROIs and for protesting versus not protesting the fixed
decided undercompensated offers condition from the second
set of ROIs. We calculated pairwise correlation coefficients
from trial by trial time series between the ROIs of the respective sets. To estimate the average effect, we used Fisher’s ztransformation (Bond and Richardson, 2004; Cox, 2008; Silver
and Dunlap, 1987) on cross-correlation values. The correlation
coefficients were converted into their equivalent Fisher’s zvalues (z = arctanh(r)) to compute average Fisher’s z-value.
The average Fisher’s z-values for each participant and each
pair of ROIs were then used to calculate the grand average
z-value, the significance level p and the corresponding correlation coefficient. This analysis was done separately for accepting overcompensated offers and fair offers from the first set of
ROIs and for protesting and not protesting the fixed decided
undercompensated offers from the second set of ROIs.
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Directed functional connectivity analysis

We performed Granger causality (GC) analysis to characterize the directional influences between ROIs, as the
functional connectivity does not reveal the direction of information flow. We extracted the voxels time courses
for each ROI from all participants. Since fMRI-bloodoxygen-level dependent (BOLD) signals are believed to
originate from smoothing of neuronal activity by the hemodynamic response function (Aguirre et al., 1998; Handwerker
et al., 2004), we constructed hidden neural signals by hemodynamic deconvolution for each ROI as suggested in previous
studies (David et al., 2008; Handwerker et al., 2004; Roebroeck et al., 2011; Valdes-Sosa et al., 2011; Wu et al.,
2013). We used these deconvolved fMRI-BOLD time series
for functional connectivity calculation.The ensemble-mean
removed segmented deconvolved time series from separate
voxels and participants were treated as trials for reliable estimates of the network measures. We calculated the frequency
dependent nonparametric GC spectra (Dhamala et al., 2008)
for pairs of ROIs, separately for both set of RIOs. From the
spectral GC, the time-domain values were obtained by integrating the causality spectra over the entire frequency range.
The significant GC spectra were defined by setting a GC
threshold above the random-noise baseline. To compute the
threshold value of GC, we constructed a set of surrogates by
randomly permuting trials data from each participant and
used the random permutation technique (Blair and Karniski,
1993; Brovelli et al., 2004). The threshold was thus based
on the null hypothesis that there was no statistical interdependence between nodes when trials were randomized. We computed GC spectra from all possible pairs of ROIs with 300
random permutations and picked maximum GC on each permutation. By fitting the distribution with gamma-distribution

FIG. 2. Behavioral response. These are the group averages
of rejection or protest rates for three distinct distributions of
offers displayed to the responders, $0–$20 (unequal low offers), $40–$60 (nearly equal or equal offers), and $80–$100
(unequal high offers) out of $100. Each participant played 30
rounds of each game (UG, IG, and FDG) during three functional magnetic resonance imaging runs. Approximately 2%
of the total earnings were given to the participants. Error bars
here represent standard errors of the means. Color images
available online at www.liebertpub.com/brain
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Table 2. Behavioral Rejection Rates
in Economics Games
Games Choices
UG
IG
FDG

Undercompensated
Fair
Overcompensated
offers (%)
offers (%)
offers (%)

Reject
Reject
Protest

84.5
38.9
80.6

6.5
4.7
11.5

11.3
9.8
12.8

FDG, fixed decision game; IG, impunity game; UG, ultimatum
game.

not rejected to the same degree as undercompensated ones
in any of the three games, including the FDG, where protest
was not costly. Participants more frequently rejected or protested the undercompensated offers as compared to the fair
offers and overcompensated offers in all games (z-score >
3.3, p < 0.001 in the UG and FDG; z-score = 2.65, p < 0.01
in the IG; Fig. 2 and Table 2). They did not respond differently to the overcompensated conditions as compared to
the fair conditions in any of the games (Fig. 2).
Imaging results

function (Dhamala et al., 2008), we obtained the threshold for
GC spectra at significance p < 10 3 separately from each set of
ROIs. This threshold GC was used to identify significantly active directed network activity among three ROIs for both sets
of ROIs. We computed the time-domain GC values for significantly active network directions.
Results
Behavioral results

Most (88%) of the fair offers were accepted in all games,
whereas most of the undercompensated offers were rejected
and protested ( > 80%) in the UG and FDG. While we did not
find any difference in the frequency with which undercompensated offers were rejected or protested between the UG
and the FDG, the rejection rate of undercompensated offers
in the IG was less (39.9%) than that of the UG (z-score =
3.26, p < 0.01) and than the protestation rate in the FDG
(z-score = 3.23, p < 0.01). The overcompensated offers were

Brain activity associated with undercompensated offers. To explore the precise role of the dlPFC in two-person

economic exchanges, we contrasted the conditions for undercompensating offers from the UG and IG with FDG as (i)
UG > FDG, (ii) IG > FDG, and (iii) IG > UG. In all of these
cases (i–iii), the dlPFC was activated (Fig. 3A–C). The details of the brain activations with the multiple comparisons
correction is shown in Table 3. We also compared the
level of activity (% signal change) in the dlPFC for each
game during accepting (or not protesting) conditions with
rejecting (or protesting) conditions (Fig. 3D–F). We found
that the dlPFC activity was significantly higher ( p < 0.05)
when rejecting offers as compared with accepting offers in
the UG, IG, and in protesting offers compared to not protesting offers in the FDG.
Brain activity associated with overcompensated offers. To understand the brain mechanism of accepting over-

compensated offers, we contrasted the brain response from

FIG. 3. Right dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (dlPFC) activity. (A, D) The right dlPFC (R dlPFC) showed heightened activity
during the rejection of unfair undercompensated offer in the UG as compared to the FDG and corresponding % signal change
for rejected/protested and accepted/not protested offers. (B, E) dlPFC activity while rejecting unfair undercompensated offers
in the IG as compared to unfair undercompensated offers in the FDG and % signal change for rejected/protested and accepted
or not protested offers. (C, F) dlPFC activity during the rejection of unfair undercompensated offers in the IG as compared to
unfair undercompensated offers in the UG and % change for rejected and accepted offers. Here, *p < 0.05, ns, not significant.
Color images available online at www.liebertpub.com/brain
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Table 3. Brain Activations
Contrast (economics game)
Low UG > low FDG
Low IG > low FDG

Low unfair (IG) > Low
unfair (UG)

High unfair > fair (UG + IG)
Low unfair protested > fair
not protested (FDG)

Brain region
R middle frontal gyrus (dlPFC)
R thalamus
R inferior frontal gyrus
and BA 46 (dlPFC)
R inferior temporal cortex (BA 37)
L cuneus
L lingual gyrus
L middle temporal gyrus
L superior temporal gyrus
R middle frontal gyrus (dlPFC)
L culmen
L fusiform gyrus
L thalamus
R thalamus
L caudate
R cingulate
R middle frontal gyrus (dlPFC)
L midbrain
L ventrolateral prefrontal
cortex (BA 45/47)

Cluster
size

Voxel t
(z-equivalent)

MNI coordinates

22**
14**
35**

3.18 (2.79)
3.24 (2.82)
4.75 (3.74)

30, 47, 28
18, 10, 13
42, 14, 22

47**
17
820**
78**
19
30*
23**
78**
22**
26**
12*
12*
10**
11**
11**

5.26
4.19
4.21
4.10
3.88
3.19
3.28
3.42
4.77
4.92
4.61
4.24
3.80
3.57
3.44

(4.00)
(3.43)
(3.44)
(3.37)
(3.24)
(2.79)
(2.48)
(2.94)
(3.75)
(3.83)
(3.66)
(3.46)
(3.19)
(3.04)
(2.95)

48, 56, 17
12, 70, 4
15, 67, 2
60, 58, 2
45, 14, 23
45, 14, 31
30, 64, 26
36, 52, 11
24, 25, 2
9, 22, 7
12, 1, 22
18, 2, 31
54, 17, 37
6, 22, 20
48, 17, 4

All the activations survived a significance threshold at p < 0.005 and cluster threshold of k > 10. The activation clusters that survived multiple comparisons corrections of the AlphaSim in AFNI are marked with a star (*) for p < 0.05 and double stars (**) for p < 0.001.
dlPFC, dorsolateral prefrontal cortex; L, left; MNI, Montreal Neurological Institute; R, right.

overcompensated trials in the UG and IG with that from fair
trials (Martin-Soelch et al., 2003). We found significant activation in the left caudate in the dorsal striatum, the right
middle cingulate gyrus, and the right thalamus when participants decided to accept overcompensated (OC) offers as

FIG. 4. Brain node and network
activity related to accepting overcompensated offers in the UG and
IG. (A) The left caudate, right
thalamus and right cingulate cortex
became relatively more active in
unfair high offers (overcompensated offers) than in fair offers. This
activation analysis included the trials from the UG and IG games.
There was significant functional
connectivity among these regions
during unfair high offer trials. (B)
There was not a significant connectivity pattern during fair offers.
(C) The average BOLD signal
changes in all of these regions were
significantly different between the
trials when the participants accepted
overcompensated offers and the trials when they rejected these offers.
(D) The directed functional connectivity pattern is significant at
p < 0.001 (with multiple comparisons corrections). The cingulate
cortex receives a dominant information flow from the caudate and thalamus. Here, *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01.
Color images available online at
www.liebertpub.com/brain

compared with fair offers (Fig. 4). Further, the average percent signal changes in these regions significantly differed
( p < 0.05) between the trials when the participants accepted
OC offers and the trials when they rejected these offers
(Fig. 4C). Also these regions were found to be functionally
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FIG. 5. Brain node and network
activity related to protesting fixed
decided offers. (A) The left substantia nigra (L STN), R dlPFC, and
left ventrolateral prefrontal cortex
(L vlPFC) became more active
during the protest of undercompensated offers than during not
protesting fair offers. vlPFC and
STN were functionally associated
with dlPFC during protest. (B) This
functional association was not significant in decided fair offers. (C)
Although there were bidirectional
network interactions of R dlPFC
with L vlPFC and L STN, the R
dlPFC received a dominant information flow from L vlPFC during the
protest of undercompensated offers.
Here, *p < 0.05. Color images available online at www.liebertpub.com/
brain

connected while accepting the OC offers (Fig. 4A) but not in
accepting the fair offers (Fig. 4B). We obtained the directed
functional connectivity within this network based on the hidden neuronal responses derived from the deconvolution of
hemodynamic responses (Fig 4D). The GC results showed
that thalamus exerted causal influences to both the caudate
and the cingulate. There were bidirectional influences between the caudate and the cingulate, but the influence from
the caudate to the cingulate was stronger.
Brain activity associated with protesting a decision. We
isolated the brain areas that were activated when a responder
was protesting a decision by contrasting the trials in which he
or she protested versus did not protest in the FDG. This
allowed us to further elucidate the neural circuitry associated
with protesting a decision. Protesting a decision produced
significant activation in two structurally (Blumenfeld et al.,
2013) and functionally (Zysset et al., 2002) connected
brain regions in the left ventrolateral prefrontal cortex
(vlPFC) within the inferior frontal gyrus (BA 45/47), the
right middle frontal gyrus (dlPFC [BA 9]), a subregion in
the prefrontal cortex, and in the left midbrain in the substantia nigra (STN) (Fig. 5). These regions vlPFC and dlPFC;
dlPFC and STN were found to be functionally connected
during protest (Fig. 5A), but not when individuals chose
not to protest (Fig. 5B). There was bidirectional directed
functional connectivity between these pairs of regions;
vlPFC and dlPFC; dlPFC and STN. The causal influence
was stronger from vlPFC to dlPFC than for the opposite direction. The causal influences were nearly equal in strength
from dlPFC to STN and to the opposite direction (Fig. 5C).

Discussion

Primarily based on the UG and the brain response to disadvantageous inequity, previous neuroimaging studies proposed
that human decision making in the context of unfair offers is a
result of competition between cognitive and emotional processes in the brain. In this study, we included both disadvantageous and advantageous inequity conditions to explore the
asymmetry in the sense of fairness (e.g., whether reactions
are the same in situations of over- versus undercompensation)
and its neural substrates. Our result further showed that a different neural system comes into play in the situations when the
responder protests against unfair outcomes without altering
these outcomes. Here, we discussed the results of the behavioral responses, fMRI activations and brain networks obtained
in three different economic games, the UG, IG, and FDG.
Behavioral response

In all three games, participants showed their sensitivity to
being disadvantaged by refusing or protesting outcomes
more often when they were offered less money than a social
partner. On the other hand, participants did not show any sensitivity to overcompensation; we found no significant difference in rejection or the protest rate for overcompensated
offers as compared to fair offers. These results add to the discussion about the degree to which humans are sensitive to the
outcomes of others as compared to themselves. While it is
very clear that humans care about others’ outcomes (Fehr
and Fischbacher, 2002, 2003), they are also more interested
in their own outcomes than those of others (Lowewenstein
et al., 1989) and when sensitivity to others’ outcomes may
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result in a drop in one’s own outcome, people prefer not to
have that knowledge (Dana et al., 2007). Additionally, it is
possible that even these prosocial outcomes may be overstated in the case of explicit experimental situations as compared to otherwise similar daily interactions (Winking and
Mizer, 2013). However, despite disliking being disadvantaged, humans do not uniformly refuse disadvantageous
offer (Zhou et al., 2014). Our results showed that participants
were sensitive to how their refusal influenced both their own
and their partner’s outcomes; participants were less likely to
refuse the unequal outcomes in the IG, where refusing
resulted in $0 payoff for them but not the partner, than the
UG, where refusing resulted in $0 payoff for both participants. This reflects previous work showing that people refuse
unequal outcomes in the IG at about half the frequency for
which they refuse the same distribution in the UG (Yamagishi et al., 2009). These results from the UG and IG
games altogether suggest that the refusals in the UG are
not about the punishment to the proposer. Similarly, the refusals in the IG are not an effort to engender equity.
In the UG, there is a tension between acquiring more resources and achieving equity, but in the FDG, individuals
could protest such offers without losing resources, presumably dissolving this tension. Thus, we predicted higher protest rates in the FDG than the refusal rate in the UG.
Nonetheless, in the FDG, when participants could protest
without affecting their material outcomes, participants did
not protest with any more frequency than they refused overcompensated outcomes in the IG and UG. That is, despite the
essentially nonexistent cost of protesting, people frequently
chose not to do so. This indicates that participants are not
failing to refuse offers in the UG in order to gain resources.
One possible explanation for this is that participants were not
concerned about the inequity to their partners in the overcompensated conditions. This also extends to disadvantageous offers toward the responder him or herself.
Dorsolateral prefrontal cortex

The dlPFC is a part of cognitive system that represents
goals and the means to achieve them (Miller and Cohen,
2001; Weissman et al., 2008), and it also plays a role in evaluating the fairness-related behaviors and outcomes (Wagner
et al., 2001). In two-person economic exchange games, such
as the UG, the dlPFC is usually activated while rejecting
undercompensated offers. However, whether its role is to inhibit the self-interest (Knoch et al., 2006) or to punish the
norm violators (Buckholtz et al., 2008; Sanfey et al., 2003)
is not resolved yet. Our finding of significantly increased
BOLD activity in the dlPFC while participants are rejecting
undercompensated offers in the UG (where rejection needs to
inhibit economic self interest) as compared to that of the
FDG, (where monetary gain is fixed, meaning no concern
about monetary loss and no self-control is required) supports
the role of the dlPFC in self-control (Miller, 2000).
To understand its possible role in punishment, we further
contrasted the undercompensated offer condition in the IG
(where there is no punishment goal) with that of the UG
and FDG. We found significantly higher dlPFC activity
while rejecting monetary offers in the IG compared with
the UG and FDG. Because there is no direct punishment
goal associated with rejection in the IG, our results do not
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support the role of dlPFC for maintaining punishment
goals. The higher dlPFC activity while refusing undercompensated offers in the IG might be because it requires a
higher level of self-control because refusing in the IG results
in both an absolute and a relative loss, while refusing in the
UG results only in an absolute loss. The role of the dlPFC in
self-control is further supported by a recent study in which
disrupting activity in the right dlPFC via transcranial magnetic stimulation, generated fewer rejections of unfair offers
(Knoch et al., 2006). Moreover, the significant signal change
(%) in the dlPFC while rejecting offers as compared to
accepting offers in both the UG and IG game conditions suggests that the dlPFC might be involved in inhibiting the appetitive desire for money, which allows individuals to choose
socially appropriate options in the implementation of fairness related goal rather than a punitive response to unfair
treatment.
Neural correlates of accepting overcompensated offers

Reward plays a major motivational role in changing the
behavior of humans and other animals. Our behavioral results clearly showed that people were motivated not to reject
or protest overcompensated offers. Importantly, from the
brain analysis, the approval response to the overcompensated
offers was found to be triggered by the reward related brain
circuit consisted of the left caudate, right cingulate gyrus,
and right thalamus (Delgado et al., 2003, 2004; Hikosaka
et al., 2006; Kim et al., 2009; Knutson et al., 2001; MartinSoelch et al., 2003; Samejima et al., 2005). The role of the
caudate in reward processing is further supported by a positive correlation of caudate activation with increased monetary reward (Delgado et al., 2003; Knutson et al., 2001;
Martin-Soelch et al., 2003). Similarly, activity in the cingulate gyrus (Martin-Soelch et al., 2003) and the thalamus have
been found to be associated with rewards (de Quervain et al.,
2004; Delgado et al., 2000; Knutson et al., 2001; MartinSoelch et al., 2003). Thus here, too, it is reasonable to
argue that the brain might have internalized the overcompensated offers as rewards.
This argument is also supported by the low frequency of
protestation of overcompensated offers in the FDG. The low
rate of refusals may not be surprising in the IG and UG because responders lose materially by rejecting the offers. However, individuals who possess the taste for fairness should
protest when there is no cost to doing so, as in the FDG.
The failure to do this may indicate that they do not find
these outcomes troubling. This argument is further supported
by previous work (King-Casas et al., 2005) done by using a
two-person economic exchange game (the trust game) in
which hemodynamic responses in the caudate were found to
be correlated with an increase in trust (i.e., an increase in payments to the partner). In the same direction, a study by Hikosaka et al. (2006) and single neuron recording in nonhuman
(Apicella et al., 1991; Hikosaka et al., 1989; Schultz, 2000)
have shown that the dorsal striatum is the main hub associated
with reward and goal-directed behaviors. The cingulate is
known to be involved in conflict monitoring (Botvinick
et al., 2001, 2004), and it is active when choosing actions associated with reward (Rogers et al., 2004) and in reward related decision making (Bush et al., 2002; Martin-Soelch
et al., 2003; Rogers et al., 2004; Williams et al., 2004).
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Furthermore, the functional connectivity analysis revealed
functional connection between them (Fig. 4A) while accepting overcompensated offers, but not in the fair offer condition (Fig. 4B). The caudate and cingulate were causally
influenced from the thalamus and they also communicated
when people accepted overcompensating offers (Fig. 4D).
The caudate is well known for processing reward-related information (Delgado et al., 2000, 2004) and is thought to involve the outputs of the midbrain dopaminergic system
(Delgado, 2007). The strong causal influence from the caudate to the cingulate might be the reward signals, or the
incentive motivation, which helps the cingulate resolve conflict (Botvinick et al., 2001, 2004) between social fairness
norms and accepting unfair overcompensation offers. This
might lead toward the acceptance of unfair overcompensated
offers by modifying or changing behavioral responses (Bush
et al., 2002; Williams et al., 2004). The significantly higher
BOLD signal during the acceptance of overcompensated
compared to fair offers (Fig. 4C) showed the involvement
of this brain network towards the acceptance of overcompensating offers. The involvement the caudate-cingulate–
thalamus network might be either in the selection of action
associated with higher value outcomes (Hikosaka et al.,
2006; Kim et al., 2009; Rogers et al., 2004; Samejima
et al., 2005) or in the processing of rewards (Bush et al.,
2002; Delgado et al., 2003, 2004; Hikosaka et al., 2006;
Knutson et al., 2001; Martin-Soelch et al., 2003; Williams
et al., 2004), and does not support previous thinking that inequity aversion is symmetric in humans (Camerer et al.,
2005; Fehr and Camerer, 2007; Fehr and Gachter, 2002;
Guth et al., 1982).
Neural correlates of protesting a fixed decision

The monetary gain in the FDG is fixed and so, unlike in the
UG, there is no conflict (or tension) between acquiring monetary gain and promoting (if not achieving) equity when protesting a decision in the FDG. As a result, the act of
protesting a decision is based only on the responders’ attitudes concerning fairness (e.g., the current reward is uninvolved) (Zysset et al., 2002), which are highly rooted on
one’s knowledge, awareness, personality traits (Gallagher,
2000; Morin, 2009), and perception of proposer’s intention
(Houser and Xiao, 2010), and it requires cognitive control
(Miller, 2000; Miller and Cohen, 2001). The elevated right
dlPFC activity while protesting the decision might indicate
executive top-down control of such behavior (Mansouri
et al., 2009; Miller and Cohen, 2001; Passingham and
Sakai, 2004). This view is further supported by the previous
findings (Damasio, 1995) that patients with right prefrontal
lesions were characterized by the inability to behave in normatively appropriate ways, despite the fact that they were
keenly aware of the prevailing norms, such as the fairness
norm [in tasks similar to ours; (Fehr and Fischbacher,
2004)]. The higher dlPFC activity while protesting the
undercompensated offers compared with not protested fair
offers is also consistent with the previous finding (Knoch
et al., 2006) that the dlPFC is involved in social norms enforcement.
However, the dlPFC is not the only region activated when
protesting an undercompensated offer; the vlPFC, a region
involved in verbal reasoning ( Johnson et al., 2005) and
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inner speech (Verstichel et al., 1997), and the STN are coherently activated. The vlPFC has consistently been identified as
the neuro-anatomical basis of inner speech and reliably gets
activated when participants are asked to silently articulate
sentences or single words (McGuire et al., 1996); dysfunction also disrupts inner speech (Verstichel et al., 1997). In
our case, the vlPFC might be feeding (the observed dominant
causal flow from the vlPFC to the dlPFC, Fig. 5C) its inner
speech of frustration/protestation induced by unfair treatment to the dlPFC while protesting the decision. Further,
the strong functional connectivity between the dlPFC and
the vlPFC when protesting a decision (Fig. 5A), but not
when participants choose not to protest (Fig. 5B), suggests
that the interaction between these regions is important during
the processing of participants’ reaction to unfair offers. The
similar connectivity pattern between the right dlPFC and the
left ventral prefrontal cortex (Baumgartner et al., 2011) was
observed in rejecting unfair offers. As these brain areas are
not yet fully developed in children, adolescents, or even
young adults (Gogtay et al., 2004), these groups are not
fully able to evaluate appropriate social norms (Spitzer
et al., 2007). Thus, the network formed by these regions
might be a part of the neural circuitry involved in social
norm compliance (Spitzer et al., 2007). Additionally, brain
activity in the left STN (midbrain), a reward-related brain region (Chib et al., 2013; Delgado, 2007; Knutson et al., 2001),
might reflect the pleasure feeling induced by decision of protesting (symbolically) unfair decision (de Quervain et al.,
2004). Thus, the evidence suggests that the act of protestation or the expression of frustration (Greenberg et al.,
1982) resulted from the coordination of neural activity
among the dlPFC, vlPFC, and STN and was triggered by
the frustration of a social norm violation.
Previous studies on human social decision making in the
context of economic games have shown that there is competition between self-interest and fairness norms, and little is
known about the neural basis of resolving such conflict.
Here, by using three games, the UG, IG, and FDC, we find
evidence supporting the role of the right dlPFC in the social
decision-making process. By including an overcompensated
offer condition, we found that, contrary to earlier reports
(Fehr and Schmidt, 1999; Guth et al., 1982), people do not
make decisions that benefit others at a cost to themselves.
Further, accepting overcompensated offers was found to
be associated with activity in the brain reward’s system
(Delgado et al., 2000, 2003, 2004; Knutson et al., 2001;
Martin-Soelch et al., 2003). Finally, we found that the ability
to protest without cost does not influence participants’ tendency to do so, indicating that the cost involved in refusals
is not sufficient to explain the lack of rejections.
Behavioral results in our new FDG were very similar to
those typically found in the UG in low unfair condition (Sanfey et al., 2003; Yamagishi et al., 2009), however, the difference in the rate of rejection of overcompensated offers was
of the same degree as fair offers in all games. This is surprising, especially in the case of the FDG, because the responder
could lodge a protest for a decision to unfair offers without
affecting their material outcomes. Future neuroimaging studies on social decision-making processes can examine the interplay between over- and undercompensation, and the role
of actual rejection versus protest. In particular, this sample
space should be extended by investigating similarities and
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differences due to a variety of factors such as personality
traits (Gallagher, 2000; Morin, 2009), perception of proposer’s intention (Houser and Xiao, 2010), age (Bailey et al.,
2013), and culture (Henrich et al., 2001). Levels of perceived
fairness are known to change in certain psychiatric illnesses,
such as bipolar disorder and personality disorders (Baez
et al., 2013; King-Casas et al., 2008). This study with fairness related games and neuroimaging probes could provide
some basis for future studies of cognitive functions and dysfunctions useful for the diagnosis and understanding of mental disorders.
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